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Articles Published in Journals That Entered SCI, SSCI and AHCI Indexes

- Dispersion of axisymmetric longitudinal waves in a "hollow cylinder plus surrounding medium" system with inhomogeneous initial stresses
  
  Akbarov S. D., Bagirova E. T.
  
  STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS, vol.72, pp.597-615, 2019 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Influence of prestress on the natural frequency of a fluid-filled FGM sphere
  
  Akbarov S., Çilli A., Yahnioğlu N.
  
  EMERGING MATERIALS RESEARCH, vol.8, pp.663-667, 2019 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- On attenuation of the seismic Rayleigh waves propagating in an elastic crustal layer over viscoelastic mantle
  
  Negin M., AKBAROV S.
  
  JOURNAL OF EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE, vol.128, 2019 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- 3D Dynamics of the Oscillating-Moving Load Acting in the Interior of the Hollow Cylinder Surrounded with Elastic Medium
  
  Akbarov S., Mehdiyev M. A.
  
  STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS, vol.71, pp.713-738, 2019 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- The influence of the rheological parameters on the dispersion of the flexural waves in a viscoelastic bi-layered hollow cylinder
  
  Kocal T., AKBAROV S.
  
  STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS, vol.71, pp.577-601, 2019 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Axisymmetric longitudinal wave dispersion in a bi-layered circular cylinder with inhomogeneous initial
stresses
Akbarov S., Bagirov E. T.

- Forced Vibration of the Non-Homogeneously Pre-Stressed System Consisting of the Hollow Cylinder and Surrounding Medium
Akbarov S., Bagirov E. T.
CMES-COMPUTER MODELING IN ENGINEERING & SCIENCES, vol.121, pp.315-348, 2019 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Dynamics of the Moving Ring Load Acting in the System "Hollow Cylinder plus Surrounding Medium" with Inhomogeneous Initial Stresses
Akbarov S. D., Bagirov E. T., ÖZIŞIK M.
CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA, vol.61, pp.503-534, 2019 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Buckling delamination of a PZT/Metal/PZT sandwich rectangular thick plate containing interface inner band cracks
Aylıkcı F., Akbarov S., Yahnıoglu N.
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES, vol.202, pp.9-16, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

Akbarov A.
Applied And Computational Mathematics, vol.17, pp.221-245, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- The influence of initial stresses on energy release rate and total electro-mechanical potential energy for penny-shaped interface cracks in PZT/Elastic/PZT sandwich circular plate-disc
AKBAROV S., Cafarova F., YAHNİOĞLU N.
SMART STRUCTURES AND SYSTEMS, vol.22, pp.259-276, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Three-dimensional dynamics of the moving load acting on the interior of the hollow cylinder surrounded by the elastic medium
AKBAROV S., MEHDIYEV M. A., OZISIK M.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS, vol.67, pp.185-206, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- The Influence of the Viscoelasticity on the Axisymmetric Wave Attenuation in a bi-Material Solid Cylinder KOÇAL T., AKBAROV S.

- The Discrete-Analytical Solution Method for Investigation Dynamics of the Sphere with Inhomogeneous Initial Stresses
AKBAROV S., Guliyev H. H., Sevdimaliyev Y. M., YAHNİOĞLU N.
CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA, vol.55, pp.359-380, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Influence of initial stresses on the critical velocity of the moving load acting in the interior of the hollow cylinder surrounded by an infinite elastic medium
AKBAROV S., MEHDIYEV M. A.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS, vol.66, pp.45-59, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- The influence of the rheological parameters of a hydro-viscoelastic system consisting of a viscoelastic plate, viscous fluid and rigid wall on the frequency response of this system
AKBAROV S., ISMAILOV M. I.
JOURNAL OF VIBRATION AND CONTROL, vol.24, pp.1341-1363, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- THE EFFECT OF VISCOSITY OF A FLUID ON THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF A VISCOELASTIC PLATE LOADED BY THIS FLUID
Zamanov A. D., Ismailov M. I., Akbarov S.
MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.54, pp.41-52, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- The Influence of the Imperfection of Contact Conditions on the Critical Velocity of the Moving Load Acting in the Interior of the Cylinder Surrounded with Elastic Medium
ÖZIŞIK M., MEHDIYEV M. A., Akbarov S.
CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA, vol.54, pp.103-136, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- The Interface Stress Field in the Elastic System Consisting of the Hollow Cylinder and Surrounding Elastic Medium Under 3D Non-Axisymmetric Forced Vibration
AKBAROV S., Mehdiyev M. A.
CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA, vol.54, pp.61-81, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
• Calculation and 3D analyses of ERR in the band crack front contained in a rectangular plate made of multilayered material
DINCEL A. T., AKBAROV S.
OPEN CHEMISTRY, vol.16, pp.516-519, 2018 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
• Generalized Rayleigh Wave Dispersion in a Covered Half-space Made of Viscoelastic Materials
AKBAROV S., Negin M.
• The forced vibration of the system consisting of an elastic plate, compressible viscous fluid and rigid wall
AKBAROV S., ISMAILOV M. I.
JOURNAL OF VIBRATION AND CONTROL, vol.23, pp.1809-1827, 2017 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
• Forced vibration of the elastic system consisting of the hollow cylinder and surrounding elastic medium under perfect and imperfect contact
AKBAROV S., Mehdiyev M. A.
Structural Engineering and Mechanics, vol.62, pp.113-123, 2017 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
• Three-dimensional analysis of the natural vibration of the three-layered hollow sphere with middle layer made of FGM
AKBAROV S., GULIYEV H. H., YAHNİOĞLU N.
Structural Engineering and Mechanics, vol.61, pp.563-576, 2017 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
• Buckling delamination of the PZT/Metal/PZT sandwich circular plate-disc with penny-shaped interface cracks
Cafarova F. I., AKBAROV S., YAHNİOĞLU N.
Smart Structures and Systems, vol.19, pp.163-179, 2017 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
• On the attenuation of the axisymmetric longitudinal waves propagating in the bi-layered hollow cylinder made of viscoelastic materials
Kocal T., AKBAROV S.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS, vol.61, pp.143-160, 2017 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
• Mathematical modelling and 3D FEM analysis of the influence of initial stresses on the ERR in a band crack's front in the rectangular orthotropic thick plate
Dincel A., AKBAROV S.
• Near-surface waves in a system consisting of a covering layer and a half-space with imperfect interface under two-axial initial stresses
AKBAROV S., Negin M.
• On the dispersion of the axisymmetric longitudinal wave propagating in a bi-layered hollow cylinder made of viscoelastic materials
AKBAROV S., Kocal T., KEPCELER T.
• Dynamics of the oscillating moving load acting on the hydro-elastic system consisting of the elastic plate, compressible viscous fluid and rigid wall
AKBAROV S., ISMAILOV M. I.
• On the total electro-mechanical potential energy and energy release rate at the interface crack tips in an initially stressed sandwich plate-strip with piezoelectric face and elastic core layers
AKBAROV S., YAHNİOĞLU N.
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOLIDS AND STRUCTURES, pp.119-130, 2016 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
• INFLUENCE OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN FIBERS PERIODICALLY LOCATED IN A COMPOSITE MATERIAL ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF STRESSES IN IT
Akbarov S., Köşker R., Uçan Y.
**MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS**, vol.52, pp.243-256, 2016 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- The influence of the initial stresses on Lamb wave dispersion in pre-stressed PZT/Metal/PZT sandwich plates
  Kurt İ., Akbarov S., Sezer S.

**STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS**, vol.58, pp.347-378, 2016 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Natural vibration of the three-layered solid sphere with middle layer made of FGM: three-dimensional approach
  AKBAROV S., Guliyev H. H., YAHNİOĞLU N.

**MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS**, vol.51, pp.427-436, 2015 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

  AKBAROV S., PANAKHH P. G.


- On the torsional wave dispersion in a hollow sandwich circular cylinder made from viscoelastic materials
  AKBAROV S., KEPCELER T.

**APPLIED AND COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS**, vol.15, pp.172-188, 2016 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Time-Harmonic Lamb Problem for a System Consisting of a Prestressed Piezoelectric Covering Layer and a Prestressed Half-Plane
  Akbarov S., İlhan N., Koç N.

**MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS**, vol.51, pp.427-436, 2015 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

  AKBAROV S., PANAKHH P. G.


- Influence of an Imperfection of Interfacial Contact on the Dispersion of Flexural Waves in a Compound Cylinder
  Akbarov S., İpek C.

**MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS**, vol.51, pp.191-198, 2015 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- 3D dynamics of a prestressed stratified half-space under the action of an oscillating moving load
  AKBAROV S., ILHAN N., Temugan A.

**APPLIED MATHEMATICAL MODELLING**, vol.39, pp.1-18, 2015 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Dynamics of the moving load acting on the hydro-elastic system consisting of the elastic plate, compressible viscous fluid and rigid wall
  AKBAROV S., Ismailov M.

Computers, Materials and Continua, vol.45, pp.75-105, 2015 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Generalized Rayleigh Wave Dispersion Analysis in a Pre-stressed Elastic Stratified Half-space with Imperfectly Bonded Interfaces
  Negin M., AKBAROV S., Erguven E.

**CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA**, vol.42, pp.25-61, 2014 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Time-Harmonic Lamb Problem for a System Consisting of an Imperfectly Bonded Orthotropic Covering Layer and an Orthotropic Half-Plane
Akbarov S., ILHAN N.
MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.50, pp.177-186, 2014 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Axisymmetric time-harmonic Lamb's problem for a system comprising a viscoelastic layer covering a viscoelastic half-space
  Akbarov S.

- Forced Vibrations of a System Consisting of a Pre-strained Highly Elastic Plate under Compressible Viscous Fluid Loading
  AKBAROV S., ISMAILOV M. I.
  CMES-COMPUTER MODELING IN ENGINEERING & SCIENCES, vol.97, pp.359-390, 2014 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Flexural Wave Dispersion in Bi-material Compound Solid and Hollow Circular Cylinders
  AKBAROV S.

- A 3D FEM Analysis of Buckling Delamination of a Rectangular Plate with an Inner Rectangular Crack under a Biaxial Compressive Force
  AKBAROV S., YAHNIÇOĞLU N., KARATAŞ E. E.

- Buckling Delamination of a Rectangular Viscoelastic Sandwich Plate Containing Interface Inner Cracks
  AKBAROV S., YAHNIÇOĞLU N., TEKIN A.

- Buckling delamination of a rectangular sandwich plate containing inner cracks under biaxial loading
  AKBAROV S., YAHNIÇOĞLU N., Tekin A.

- Time-harmonic Lamb's problem for a system comprising a piezoelectric layer and piezoelectric half-plane
  AKBAROV S., ILHAN N.

- On the Axisymmetric Time-harmonic Lamb's Problem for a System Comprising a Half-space and a Covering Layer with Finite Initial Strains
  AKBAROV S.
  CMES-COMPUTER MODELING IN ENGINEERING & SCIENCES, vol.95, pp.143-175, 2013 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Buckling delamination of a sandwich plate-strip with piezoelectric face and elastic core layers
  AKBAROV S., YAHNIÇOĞLU N.
  APPLIED MATHEMATICAL MODELLING, vol.37, pp.8029-8038, 2013 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Microbuckling of a doublewalled carbon nanotube embedded in an elastic matrix
  AKBAROV S.
  INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOLIDS AND STRUCTURES, vol.50, pp.2584-2596, 2013 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Forced Vibration of the Pre-Stressed and Imperfectly Bonded Bi-Layered Plate Strip Resting on a Rigid Foundation
  AKBAROV S., HAZAR E., ERÖZ M.

- On the influence of initial strains in layers on the propagation of torsional waves in a hollow sandwich cylinder (soft core and stiff face layers)
  Akbarov S., KEPECİLER T., Egitmez M. M.
  MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.49, pp.297-304, 2013 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Flexural wave dispersion in finitely pre-strained solid and hollow circular cylinders made of compressible materials
  AKBAROV S.
  CMES-COMPUTER MODELING IN ENGINEERING & SCIENCES, vol.92, pp.387-421, 2013 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
- Buckling delamination of elastic and viscoelastic composite plates with cracks: Survey II (Axisymmetric and 3D problems)
  Akbarov S.

- Buckling delamination of elastic and viscoelastic composite plates with cracks. Survey I: solution method and problems related to the plane strain state
  AKBAROV S.

- On Axisymmetric Longitudinal Wave Propagation in Double-Walled Carbon Nanotubes
  AKBAROV S.

- A 3D FEM analysis of stress concentrations around two neighboring cylindrical holes in a prestressed rectangular composite plate under bending
  AKBAROV S., YAHNİOĞLU N., YEŞİL Ü.

- The Influence of Third Order Elastic Constants on Axisymmetric Wave Propagation Velocity in the Two-Layered Pre-Stressed Hollow Cylinder
  AKBAROV S.
  CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA, vol.32, pp.29-60, 2012 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- 3D Analyses of the symmetric local stability loss of the circular hollow cylinder made from viscoelastic composite material
  AKBAROV S.; Karakaya S.
  Applied Mathematical Modelling, vol.36, pp.4241-4260, 2012 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Dispersion of Axisymmetric Longitudinal Waves in a Pre-Strained Imperfectly Bonded Bi-Layered Hollow Cylinder
  AKBAROV S., İpek C.

- On the Some Particularities of the Torsional Wave Dispersion in a Finitely Pre-Deformed Hollow Sandwich Cylinder
  AKBAROV S., KEPCELER T., EGILMEZ M. M.

- 3D FEM Analysis of the Buckling Delamination of a Rectangular Viscoelastic Composite Plate with an Embedded Rectangular Crack Under Two-Axial Compression
  AKBAROV S., YAHNİOĞLU N., KARATAŞ E. E.
  CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA, vol.30, pp.1-18, 2012 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- 3D analyses of the global stability loss of the circular hollow cylinder made from viscoelastic composite material
  AKBAROV S., KARAKAYA S.

- Local Buckling Delamination of a Rectangular Sandwich Plate Containing Interface Embedded Rectangular Cracks and Made From Elastic and Viscoelastic Materials
  Akbarov S., YAHNİOĞLU N., Tekin A.
  CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA, vol.29, pp.41-74, 2012 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- 3D Analysis of the Forced Vibration of a Prestressed Rectangular Composite Plate with Two Neighboring Cylindrical Cavities
  SURKHAY A., YAHNİOĞLU N., YEŞİL Ü.
  Computers Materials and Continua, vol.28, pp.147-164, 2012 (Journal Indexed in SCI Expanded)

- 3D Analysis of the Forced Vibration of a Prestressed Rectangular Composite Plate With Two Neighboring Cylindrical Cavities
  AKBAROV S., YAHNİOĞLU N., YEŞİL Ü.
  CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA, vol.28, pp.147-164, 2012 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Torsional Wave Propagation in the Finitely Pre-Stretched Hollow Bi-Material Compound Circular Cylinder
- Akbarov S., Kepceler T., Egilmez M. M., Dikmen F.
  CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA, vol.26, pp.91-109, 2011 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
  - On the Energy Release Rate at the Crack Tips in a Finite Pre-Strained Strip
  Akbarov S., Turan A.
  - Torsional wave dispersion in a finitely pre-strained hollow sandwich circular cylinder
  Akbarov S., Kepceler T., Egilmez M. M.
  - ANALYSIS OF STRESSES IN AN INFINITE ELASTIC BODY WITH A LOCALLY CURVED COVERED NANOFIBER
  Alan K. S., Akbarov S.
  MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.47, pp.343-358, 2011 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
  - Wave propagation in a pre-strained compressible elastic sandwich plate
  Akbarov S., Agasiev E. R., Zamanov A. D.
  - Dispersion relations of axisymmetric wave propagation in initially twisted bi-material compounded cylinders
  Akbarov S., Guliev M. S., Kepceler T.
  - 3D Analyses of the Stability Loss of the Circular Solid Cylinder Made from Viscoelastic Composite Material
  Akbarov S., Karakaya S.
  - Stability loss of the micro-fiber in the elastic and viscoelastic matrix near the free convex cylindrical surface
  Akbarov S., Mamedov A. R.
  - Stress Distribution in an Infinite Body Containing Two Neighboring Locally Curved Nanofibers
  Akbarov S., Köşker R., Cinar N. T.
  CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUA, vol.21, pp.119-146, 2011 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
  - FEM modelling of the time-harmonic dynamical stress field problem for a pre-stressed plate-strip resting on a rigid foundation
  Akbarov S., Yildiz A., Eroz M.
  APPLIED MATHEMATICAL MODELLING, vol.35, pp.952-964, 2011 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
  - Forced vibration of the pre-stressed bi-layered plate-strip with finite length resting on a rigid foundation
  Akbarov S., Yildiz A., Eroz M.
  APPLIED MATHEMATICAL MODELLING, vol.35, pp.250-256, 2011 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
  - PROPAGATION OF AXISYMMETRIC WAVES IN AN INITIALLY TWISTED CIRCULAR COMPOUND BIMATERIAL CYLINDER WITH A SOFT INNER AND A STIFF OUTER CONSTITUENTS
  Akbarov S., Guliev M. S., Kepceler T.
  MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.46, pp.627-638, 2011 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
  - Buckling delamination of a rectangular plate containing a rectangular crack and made from elastic and viscoelastic composite materials
  Akbarov S., Yahnioglu N., Karataş E. E.
  - The Influence of the Imperfectness of the Interface Conditions on the Dispersion of the Axisymmetric Longitudinal Waves in the Pre-Strained Compound Cylinder
  Akbarov S., İpek C.
  CMES-COMPUTER MODELING IN ENGINEERING & SCIENCES, vol.70, pp.93-121, 2010 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
  - DELAMINATION BUCKLING OF A RECTANGULAR ORTHOTROPIC COMPOSITE PLATE CONTAINING A BAND CRACK
AKBAROV S., YAHNİOĞLU N.
MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.46, pp.493-504, 2010 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- STRESS DISTRIBUTION CAUSED BY TWO NEIGHBORING OUT-OF-PLANE LOCALLY COPHASALLY CURVED FIBERS IN A COMPOSITE MATERIAL
  Cinar N. T., KÖŞKER R., Akbarov S., Akat E.
  MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.46, pp.555-572, 2010 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Time-harmonic dynamical stress field in a system comprising a pre-stressed orthotropic layer and pre-stressed orthotropic half-plane
  Akbarov S., ILHAN N.
  ARCHIVE OF APPLIED MECHANICS, vol.80, pp.1271-1286, 2010 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- FORCED VIBRATION OF AN INITIALLY STRESSED THICK RECTANGULAR PLATE MADE OF AN ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL WITH A CYLINDRICAL HOLE
  Akbarov S., YAHNİOĞLU N., Yeşil Ü.
  MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.46, pp.287-298, 2010 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- 3D FEM Analyses of the Buckling Delamination of a Rectangular Sandwich Plate Containing Interface Rectangular Cracks and Made from Elastic and Viscoelastic Materials
  Akbarov S., YAHNİOĞLU N., Tekin A.
  CMES-COMPUTER MODELING IN ENGINEERING & SCIENCES, vol.64, pp.147-185, 2010 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- The Effect of the Geometrical Non-Linearity on the Stress Distribution in the Infinite Elastic Body with a Periodically Curved Row of Fibers
  Akbarov S., Köşker R., Ucan Y.
  CMC-COMPUTERS MATERIALS & CONTINUUM, vol.17, pp.77-102, 2010 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Dispersion relations of axisymmetric wave propagation in finite pre-stretched compound circular cylinders made from highly elastic incompressible materials
  AKBAROV S., Guliev M., Tekercioğlu R.

- Dispersion Relations of Axisymmetric Wave Propagation in Finite Pre Stretched Compound Circular Cylinders Made from Highly Elastic Incompressible Materials
  SURKHAY A., GULIEV M. S., TEKERCİOĞLU R.
  [Further details not provided]

- The influence of the finite initial strains on the axisymmetric wave dispersion in a circular cylinder embedded in a compressible elastic medium
  AKBAROV S., GULIEV M. S.
  INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL SCIENCES, vol.52, pp.89-95, 2010 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- The Self-Balanced Shear Stresses in the Elastic Body with a Locally Curved Covered Fiber
  Alan K. S., Akbarov S.
  ADVANCES IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, 2010 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- On the dynamics of a finite pre-strained bi-layered slab resting on a rigid foundation under the action of an oscillating moving load
  AKBAROV S., SALMANOVA K. A.

- ENERGY RELEASE RATE IN A PRESTRESSED SANDWICH PLATE-STRIP CONTAINING INTERFACE CRACKS
  AKBAROV S., TURAN A.
  MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.45, pp.597-608, 2009 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

- Dynamics of a system comprising an orthotropic layer and orthotropic half-plane under the action of an oscillating moving load
  Akbarov S., ILHAN N.

- Dynamical response of a prestrained system comprising a substrate and bond and covering layers to a moving load
• **Torsional wave propagation in a pre-stressed circular cylinder embedded in a pre-stressed elastic medium**  
  Ozturk A., Akbaro S.  
  APPLIED MATHEMATICAL MODELLING, vol.33, pp.3636-3649, 2009 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

• **Mathematical modelling and the study of the influence of initial stresses on the SIF and ERR at the crack tips in a plate-strip of orthotropic material**  
  AKBAROV S., TURAN A.  
  APPLIED MATHEMATICAL MODELLING, vol.33, pp.3682-3692, 2009 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

• **Near-surface failure of layered viscoelastic materials**  
  AKBAROV S., Aliyev E. A.  

• **Torsional wave dispersion relations in a pre-stressed bi-material compounded cylinder**  
  Ozturk A., AKBAROV S.  
  ZAMM-ZEITSCHRIFT FUR ANGEWANDTE MATHEMATIK UND MECHANIK, vol.89, pp.754-766, 2009 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

• **Dynamical Response of Two Axially Pre-Strained System Comprising of a Covering Layer and a Half Space to Rectangular Time-Harmonic Forces**  
  EMİROĞLU İ., TAŞÇİ F., AKBAROV S.  
  CMES-COMPUTER MODELING IN ENGINEERING & SCIENCES, vol.49, pp.47-68, 2009 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

• **Axisymmetric longitudinal wave propagation in a finite pre-strained compound circular cylinder made from compressible materials**  
  AKBAROV S., Guliev M. S.  

• **On the solution method for problems related to the micro-mechanics of a periodically curved fiber near a convex cylindrical surface**  
  AKBAROV S., Mamedov A.  

• **Interaction between two neighboring circular holes in a prestretched simply supported orthotropic strip under bending**  
  Akbarov S., Yahnioğlu N., Yeşil Ü.  
  MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.44, pp.581-590, 2008 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

• **PROPOSITION OF AXISYMMETRIC LONGITUDINAL WAVES IN A FINITELY PRESTRAINED CIRCULAR CYLINDER IMBEDDED IN A FINITELY PRESTRAINED INFINITE ELASTIC BODY**  
  AKBAROV S., GULIEV M. S.  

• **Dynamics of a system comprising a pre-stressed orthotropic layer and pre-stressed orthotropic half-plane under the action of a moving load**  
  Akbarov S., ILHAN N.  

• **On the propagation of Lamb waves in a sandwich plate made of compressible materials with finite initial strains**  
  AKBAROV S., ZAMANOV A. D., AGASIYEV E. R.  
  MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.44, pp.155-164, 2008 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

• **Propagation of torsional waves in a prestretched compound hollow circular cylinder**  
  ÖZTÜRK A. B., AKBAROV S.  
  MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.44, pp.77-86, 2008 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

• **Recent investigations on dynamic problems for an elastic body with initial (residual) stresses (review)**  
  Akbarov S.  
  INTERNATIONAL APPLIED MECHANICS, vol.43, pp.1305-1324, 2007 (Journal Indexed in SCI)
Three-dimensional instability problems for viscoelastic composite materials and structural members
AKBAROV S.
INTERNATIONAL APPLIED MECHANICS, vol.43, pp.1069-1089, 2007 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

On the influence of singular-type finite elements on the critical force in studying the buckling of a circular plate with a crack
AKBAROV S., YAHNİOĞLU N., RZAYEV O. G.
INTERNATIONAL APPLIED MECHANICS, vol.43, pp.1048-1056, 2007 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

Surface undulation instability of the viscoelastic half-space covered with the stack of layers in bi-axial compression
Akbarov S., TEKERCIOGLU R.

The critical speed of a moving load on a prestressed plate resting on a prestressed half-plane
Akbarov S., Gueler C., Dincsoy E.
MECHANICS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS, vol.43, pp.173-182, 2007 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

The axisymmetric Lamb’s problem for a finite prestrained half-space covered with a finite prestretched layer
Akbarov S.
INTERNATIONAL APPLIED MECHANICS, vol.43, pp.351-360, 2007 (Journal Indexed in SCI)

A dynamical (time-harmonic) axisymmetric stress field in a finitely prestretched multilayered slab on a rigid foundation
Zamanov A. D., Suleimanov T. R., Akbarov S.

Near-surface buckling instability of a system consisting of a moderately rigid substrate, a viscoelastic bond layer, and an elastic covering layer
Akbarov S., TEKERCIOGLU R.

On the dynamical axisymmetric stress field in a finite pre-stretched bilayered slab resting on a rigid foundation
Akbarov S.

Frequency response of the axisymmetrically finite pre-stretched slab from incompressible functionally graded material on a rigid foundation
Akbarov S.

Stress distribution in a composite material with a row of antiphase periodically curved fibers
Akbarov S., Kosker R., Ucan Y.
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